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Lecture Overview 

•  Neutrino overview 
•  Physics & astrophysics  
•  A bit on neutrino oscillations 

•  Neutrino interactions with matter 
•  Neutrino-nucleus cross sections  

     at ~GeV energies 
•  Neutrino-nucleus interactions 

    at ~10-MeV energies 

•  Neutrinos from core-collapse supernovae 

•  Neutrino mass and the nature of the neutrino 

Lecture 1 

Lecture 2 

Lecture 3 

two 
examples 

[an outsider’s review: I do not work on these personally!] 



Parameterize mixing matrix U as 
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signs of the 
mass differences 
matter 

The three-flavor paradigm 



From oscillations (in the 3-flavor picture) 
  we know there are at least two non-zero mass 
  states 
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Recall:  oscillations 
inform only about 
mass differences... 
what about absolute 
mass scale? 



Cosmology: information on absolute neutrino mass 

Fits to cosmological data: 
 CMB, large scale structure, 
 high Z supernovae, 
 weak lensing,... 

(model-dependent) 

Information 
on sum of  
neutrino masses 

⌃mi

inverted 
ordering 

normal  
ordering 



J. Lesgourges, Neutrino 2018 

Bounds get worse  
w/more parameters... 
 
cosmology needs 
input on ν mass 

Neutrino mass limits from cosmology 



Kinematic experiments for absolute neutrino mass 
     

No. of  
counts 

Electron  
    energy 

maximum 
 electron  
  energy 

   Look for distortion of β-decay  
       spectrum near endpoint 

m� = 0

m�

m� �= 0



T: electron kinetic energy 

Tritium beta spectrum, 
  including flavor mixing 

H. Robertson 

from oscillations  mass scale 

flavor mixing neutrino 
masses 

tiny 
fraction 
of the 
decays! 

Need: statistics, energy resolution 



Kinematic neutrino mass approaches 

Tritium spectrometer:   
KATRIN 

Sensitivity to ~0.2 eV 
Data in 2018 

Thermal calorimetry 
  e.g., MANU, MIBETA, MARE 

2.5 keV endpoint 

187Re�187 Os + e� + �̄e

Hard to scale up... 

18.6 keV endpoint 
        

3H�3 He + e� + �̄e

Holmium 
e.g., ECHo, HOLMES   

electron capture decay, 
ν mass affects deexcitation spectrum 
R&D in progress 

metallic 
magnetic 
calorimeters 

Cyclotron radiation 
tritium spectrometer:   
Project 8 

First single electrons seen 

taking data! 
not further pursued... 

R&D R&D 



Best limits so far from 
Mainz and Troitsk 
 spectrometers 
m 

H. Robertson 



MAC-E Filter 
 (Magnetic Adiabatic Collimation with Electrostatic Filter) 

- measurement of integral of the beta spectrum over threshold 
- electrons from T2 gas guided to low-field region, where  
         electrostatic field filters out low-energy electrons  
- need thin source to avoid energy loss by scattering è need large area  

katrin.kit.edu 



H. Robertson 



Underway for sub-eV kinematic measurements: 
 KATRIN in Karslruhe, Germany  ~ 75 m long 

D. Parno, Neutrino 2018 



New: 



From my own visit in June: 

Expect results in 2019 



Neutrino mass limits from tritium beta decay 

D. Parno, Neutrino 2018 



A new thing: holmium 

L. Gastaldo 

electron capture decay 

Deexcitation spectrum is  
affected by neutrino mass 



Holmium prospects 

Challenges: detector performance, purity of sources, 
                         background, systematics... L. Gastaldo 

Need sensitive 
temperature sensor 
below 100 mK 



(B. Monreal and J. 
Formaggio, PRD 
80:051301, 2009) 

Another newish idea:  
use cyclotron radiation 
to measure beta spectrum 
 Cyclotron Radiation Emission Spectroscopy (CRES) 

G. Rybka, Nu2018 

Measured frequency maps to electron energy... if you 
can measure the frequency spectrum, you can 
measure the electron spectrum in a magnetic field 

Can potentially use atomic T 
 and avoid uncertainties due to molecular T2  



G. Rybka, Nu2018 

R&D progress 
w/ prototypes 



 Are neutrinos  Majorana or Dirac? 

Essential for ν mass understanding.... 

e.g. "see-saw" mechanism ⇒ Majorana ν
  ... may be helpful for leptogenesis...

4 states 2 states 
ν = ν ν ≠ ν νL ↔ νR 

Lorentz, CP 

νR ↔ νL 

νL ↔ νR 
Lorentz 

CP 



Neutrinoless Double Beta Decay 

Look at nuclides for which this is energetically possible, 
    and which cannot α, 1β decay  

only 
possible 
for  
Majorana  
neutrino 



For example: 

 Stable 
against 
ordinary β-  
decay 

But can  
 decay via  
   β- β-   



G. Gratta 

want large 
Q value! 
 

want high natural 
abundance!  
 



 Experimental strategy: look for 
  peak in the two-electron spectrum 
  corresponding to neutrinoless final state 

2.01.51.00.50.0
Sum Energy for the Two Electrons (MeV)

 Two Neutrino Spectrum
 Zero Neutrino Spectrum

1% resolution
Γ(2 ν) = 100 *  Γ(0 ν)

S. Elliott 

 2νββ  
(SM 2nd  
order 
weak 
process) 
 

 0νββ  
 



Observed half-life: 

phase 
space 
 

 matrix 
element 
 

 effective  
  mass 

Effective mass depends on the 
    mixing matrix parameters 



The NLDBD T-Shirt Plot 

If neutrinos are Majorana*, experimental results must fall in the shaded regions 
  Extent of the regions determined by uncertainties on Majorana phases  
                                                                                 and mixing matrix elements 
*and standard 3-flavor picture 

effective mass depends on mixing parameters 



The NLDBD T-Shirt Plot 

If neutrinos are Majorana, experimental results must fall in the shaded regions 
  Extent of the regions determined by uncertainties on Majorana phases  
                                                                                        and mixing matrix elements   

Normal  
ordering 

Inverted 
ordering 

Quasi-  
degenerate 



The NLDBD T-Shirt Plot 

 <Meff>
2 = |Σ Uei

2 Mi |2  

absolute 
mass scale 
constrains in 
this direction 

If neutrinos are Majorana, experimental results must fall in the shaded regions 
  Extent of the regions determined by uncertainties on Majorana phases  
                                                                                        and mixing matrix elements   



Nuclear matrix elements 
Neutrinoless double beta decay half-lives, assuming <Meff> 
   at bottom of IH region, for different matrix element calculations 

Calculations vary by ~order of magnitude è more theory underway! 
  (and a measurement may need confirmation w/more than one isotope) 



An experimental measurement of half-life limit 
    corresponds to a band, incorporating  
    uncertainties on matrix element  
    

range for different matrix elements 



A controversial claim: 

NIM A522, 371 (2004) 

Heidelberg-Moscow 
   experiment 

Ge crystal, 70 kg-years 
 
Claim <meff> = 440 meV 

Klapdor-Kleingrothaus et al. 



Over the last ~decade the NLDBD experimental goal  
  has been to attain sensitivity better than this claim... 



New goal, however, is to get below the 
  inverted hierarchy region 



Comments: 
 if you measure a NLDBD signal, in either 
 IH or NH region, and direct mass limit is sufficiently low 
  (not likely in near future!) then  
   in principle you determine the hierarchy.... 
 



... but much more likely is that the the hierarchy is determined 
       first  by long-baseline (or other) experiments ... 



...if it’s inverted, and neutrinos are Majorana, 
        then we’ll see NLDBD! 



... or, if you know independently the hierarchy to 
      be inverted, and you measure a limit below IH region, 
       then you know (assuming Nature is not diabolical) 
       that neutrinos are not Majorana! 



If the hierarchy is known independently to be normal, 
    then life could be hard, unless absolute mass scale large  



And Nature could be diabolical, with parameters 
   conspiring to make <mββ> ~ zero... 



And Nature could be diabolical, with parameters 
   conspiring to make <mββ> ~ zero... 

Let’s hope KATRIN 
will save us! 



Experimental sensitivity 

ε: detection efficiency 
Nsource: number of isotope nuclei  
T: observation time 
UL(B(T) ΔE): upper limit for expectation  
                   of B background events in ROI of width ΔE 

want lots of signal 
and no background 
in Region of Interest 



Go after the numerator: 

ε: detection efficiency 
Nsource: number of isotope nuclei  
T: observation time 
UL(B(T) ΔE): upper limit for expectation  
                   of B background events in ROI of width ΔE 

Want lots of candidate isotope! 
At lifetime of 1026-27 yr   (<mββ>~ 50 meV in IH region)  
  need ~ 104 moles (~ 1 tonne) for  1 count/yr 
 
è  want high natural abundance 



Go after the denominator: 

ε: detection efficiency 
Nsource: number of isotope nuclei  
T: observation time 
UL(B(T) ΔE): upper limit for expectation  
                   of B background events in ROI of width ΔE 

•  Want  small ΔE to avoid the 
     2νββ “friendly fire” and exclude 
     other background 
 
•  Generally want high Q value to 

   keep away from background 
 
•  Beat down all other background 

  ... ultra-cleanliness, underground 
       location needed 



The “Brute Force”
Approach

   

The “Peak-Squeezer” 
Approach

The “Final-State 
Judgement”

Approach

...some experiments take  hybrid approaches...

General NLDBD experiment strategies 

focus on the numerator 
with a huge amount
 of material 
      (often sacrificing  
         resolution)

focus on the denominator
 by squeezing down ΔE

(various technologies)

try to make the 
background zero by 

tracking or
 tagging



The “Brute Force”
Approach

   

The “Peak-Squeezer” 
Approach

The “Final-State 
Judgement”

Approach

General NLDBD experiment strategies 

+more future ideas... 

KamLAND-Zen 
  (136Xe) 

SNO+ 
  (130Te) 



The “Brute Force”
Approach

   

The “Peak-Squeezer” 
Approach

The “Final-State 
Judgement”

Approach

General NLDBD experiment strategies 

+more future ideas... 

KamLAND-Zen 
  (136Xe) 

SNO+ 
  (130Te) 

CUORICINO/ 
CUORE 
  (130Te) 

MAJORANA 
  (76Ge) 

GERDA 
  (76Ge) 

EXO/nEXO 
  (136Xe) CUPID 

  (82Se) 



The “Brute Force”
Approach

   

The “Peak-Squeezer” 
Approach

The “Final-State 
Judgement”

Approach

General NLDBD experiment strategies 

+more future ideas... 

KamLAND-Zen 
  (136Xe) 

SNO+ 
  (130Te) 

CUORICINO/ 
CUORE 
  (130Te) 

MAJORANA 
  (76Ge) 

GERDA 
  (76Ge) 

EXO/nEXO 
  (136Xe) 

NEMO/ 
SuperNEMO 
(various/82Se) 

NEXT 
(136Xe) 

CUPID 
  (82Se) 



Peak-Squeezers:  Germanium 

MAJORANA 
DEMONSTRATOR 

Germanium diode detectors 
  enriched in 76Ge;  very good energy resolution 
 

- Sanford Lab in South Dakota 
- 26 kg 76Ge 
- segmented detector strategy 

- Gran Sasso, Italy 
- 36 kg 76Ge 
- detectors submerged in LAr 
 

Collaborations merging for LEGEND 

GERDA 



Latest results from Majorana Demonstrator 



Latest results from GERDA 

82.4 kg-yr 
T1/2 > 0.9 x 1026 yr 
         @90% C.L 

A. Zsigmond, Nu2018  



Overall Long-Term Prospects for NLDBD 

5 years, few 100 kg 

~10 years, ~ 1 tonne 

~20 years, >~10 tonnes? 

In the long term will need more than one isotope... 
     theory needed too! 

Now (KK ruled out) 



Overall Long-Term Prospects for NLDBD 

5 years, few 100 kg 

~10 years, ~ 1 tonne 

In the long term will need more than one isotope... 
     theory needed too! 

Let’s hope the ordering 
       is inverted! 



 Take-Away Messages 
Neutrino absolute mass scale 
-  oscillation experiments don’t inform us  

      (although can tell mass ordering) 
-  info in cosmology, but multi-parameter fits weaken info 
-  kinematic experiments: 

-  limits so far from tritium βdk: <1.8 eV/c2 

-  KATRIN now running!  Will improve this 
-  future ideas: 163Ho EC,  CRES w/Project 8 

Majorana vs. Dirac 
-  neutrinoless double beta decay is the only plausible way 
-  many experiments w/different isotopes, 

           multiple approaches 
-  nuclear matrix element uncertainties 

    èmultiple isotopes desirable 
-  current experiments approaching the  

   inverted ordering region 
-  normal ordering is bad news... unless absolute 

         mass scale is large and 
           ν masses are quasi-degenerate! 


